Abstract. We revisit an elementary recursive approach to local conservation laws and the Hamiltonian formalism for the Toda hierarchy.
Introduction
In this paper we revisit local conservation laws and the Hamiltonian formalism for the Toda hierarchy. Consider sequences {a(n, t 0 ), b(n, t 0 )} n∈Z ∈ ℓ ∞ (Z) satisfying some decay assumptions as n → ±∞ to be specified later, parametrized by the deformation (time) parameter t 0 ∈ R, that are solutions of the Toda equations
Here c ± denote shifts, that is, c ± (n) = c(n ± 1), n ∈ Z. Then clearly Indeed, one can show the existence of a sequence {ρ +,j } j∈N of polynomials of a, b and certain shifts thereof, with the property that the lattice sum is timeindependent, ∂ t0 n∈Z ρ +,j (t 0 , n) = 0, j ∈ N.
(1.4)
The above analysis extends to the full Toda hierarchy as follows. The pth equation, p ∈ N 0 = N ∪ {0}, in the Toda hierarchy is given by Tl p (a, b) = a tp − a(f 6) where f ℓ , g ℓ are carefully designed polynomial expressions of a, b and certain shifts thereof. Recursively, they are given by
2f ℓ+1 + g ℓ + g − ℓ − 2bf ℓ = 0, ℓ ∈ N 0 , (1.8) 9) where c 1 ∈ C is a constant. On each level in the recursion an arbitrary constant c ℓ ∈ C is introduced. In the homogenous case, where all these constants c ℓ , ℓ ∈ N, are set equal to zero, a hat is added in the notation, that is,f ℓ ,ĝ ℓ , etc., denote the corresponding homogeneous quantities. The homogeneous coefficientsf ℓ ,ĝ ℓ can also be expressed explicitly in terms of appropriate matrix elements of powers of the Lax difference expression L defined in (1.11) below (cf. Lemma 2.2). The conserved densities ρ +,j are independent of the equation in the hierarchy while the currents J +,p,j depend on p; thus one finds (cf. Theorem 4.6)
∂ tp ρ +,j + (S + − I)J +,p,j = 0, j ∈ N, p ∈ N 0 .
(1.10)
Our approach is based on a careful analysis of the high-energy expansion of the Green's function for the operator H in ℓ 2 (Z) corresponding to the difference expression L = aS + + a − S − + b.
(1.11)
In particular, we do not depend on real-valued sequences a, b, and thus the operator H is permitted to be non-self-adjoint. In addition, we study the Hamiltonian formalism for the Toda hierachy. Proving the relations (cf. Lemma 5.2) δf ℓ δa = − ℓ aĝ ℓ−1 , ℓ ∈ N, (1.12) 13) one infers that the pth equation in the Tode hierarchy can be written as (cf. Theorem 5.4) (1.14) (here N −1 = N ∪ {0, −1}), where the functionals I p are given by
c p−k I k , p ∈ N 0 , I q = 1 q + 2 n∈Z f q+2 (n) − λ q+2 , q ∈ N −1 .
(1.15) Here D is an explicit 2 × 2 matrix-valued difference expression (cf. (5.7)) and λ p+2 are counterterms necessary to guarantee convergence of the infinite series involved.
Furthermore, we show that any I r is conserved by the Hamiltonian flows in (1.14)(cf. Theorem 5.6) , that is, dI r dt p = 0, p, r ∈ N −1 .
(1.16)
Moreover, for general sequences a, b ( i.e., not assuming that they satisfy an equation in the Toda hierarchy), we show in Theorem 5.7 that { I p , I r } = 0, p, r ∈ N −1 , (1.17)
for a suitably defined Poisson bracket { · , · } (see (5.19) ). Finally, we also show the existence of a second Hamiltonian structure for the Toda hierarchy (cf. (5.55), (5.56)), and sketch the possible extension of this formalism to the case of almost periodic sequences a, b on Z.
The Toda hierarchy and its interpretation as a Hamiltonian system has of course received enormous attention in the past. Without being able to provide a comprehensive review of the vast literature we mention that Lie algebraic approaches to Hamiltonian and gradient structures in the asymmetric nonperiodic Toda flows, Poisson maps, etc., are studied, for instance, in [4] . Master symmetries for the finite nonperiodic TL are treated in [8] , the 2nd Hamiltonian structure for the periodic Toda lattice is discussed in [3] , and multiple Hamiltonian structures for various Bogoyavlensky-Toda systems, Poisson manifolds, master symmetries, recursion operators, etc., can be found in [9] and [10] . Moreover, Poisson brackets are studied in [13 [15] , [20] , [31, Sect. 13.4] , and [32, Sect. 3.7] . Fairly recently, an elementary approach to the infinite sequence of Toda hierarchy conservation laws was presented in [37] (but it seems to lack an explicit and recursive structure). Moreover, a Hamiltonian formalism for the Toda hierarchy, based on recursion operators and hence on an algebraic formalism familiar from the one involving formal pseudodifferential expressions in connection with the Gelfand-Dickey hierarchy, was recently developed in [38] .
Still, we emphasize that our recursive and most elementary approach to local conservation laws of the infinite Toda hierarchy does not appear to exist in the literature. Moreover, our treatment of Poisson brackets and variational derivatives, and their connections with the diagonal Green's function of the underlying Lax operator, now puts the Toda hierarchy on precisely the same level as the KdV hierarchy with respect to this particular aspect of the Hamiltonian formalism.
The Toda hierarchy in a nutshell
In this section we briefly review the recursive construction of the Toda hierarchy and associated Lax pairs following [5] , [22, Sect. 1.2] , and [31, Ch. 12] .
Throughout this section we make the following assumption:
We consider the second-order Jacobi difference expression
where S ± denote the shift operators
Here C J denotes the set of complex-valued sequences indexed by J ⊆ Z. To construct the stationary Toda hierarchy we need a second difference expression of order 2p + 2, p ∈ N 0 , defined recursively in the following. We take the quickest route to the construction of P 2p+2 , and hence to the Toda hierarchy, by starting from the recursion relations (2.4)-(2.6) below.
Define {f ℓ } ℓ∈N0 and {g ℓ } ℓ∈N0 recursively by
Explicitly, one finds
Here {c j } j∈N denote undetermined summation constants which naturally arise when solving (2.4)-(2.6). Subsequently, it will be convenient to also introduce the corresponding homogeneous coefficientsf ℓ andĝ ℓ , defined by vanishing of the constants c k , k ∈ N,
Hence,
The following explicit characterization off ℓ ,ĝ ℓ turns out to be useful. 
12) where δ n = {δ n,m } m∈Z , n ∈ Z, and ( · , · ) ℓ 2 (Z) denotes the usual scalar product in ℓ 2 (Z).
For the proof see [5] . Next we define difference expressions P 2p+2 of order 2p + 2 by
Introducing the corresponding homogeneous difference expressions P 2p+2 defined by
one finds
Using the recursion relations (2.4)-(2.6), the commutator of P 2p+2 and L can be explicitly computed and one obtains
In particular, (L, P 2p+2 ) represents the celebrated Lax pair of the Toda hierarchy. 
Equation (2.17) can be shown to be equivalent to
Specifically, one obtains
for the first few equations of the stationary Toda hierarchy.
Next, we introduce polynomials F p (z, n) and G p+1 (z, n) of degree p and p + 1 with respect to the spectral parameter z ∈ C by
Explicitly, one obtains
22)
Next, we study the restriction of the difference expression P 2p+2 to the twodimensional kernel (i.e., the formal null space in an algebraic sense as opposed to the functional analytic one) of (L − z). More precisely, let
Then (2.13) implies
Next we turn to the time-dependent Toda hierarchy. For that purpose the functions a and b are now considered as functions of both the lattice point and time. For each equation in the hierarchy, that is, for each p, we introduce a deforma-
The quantities {f ℓ } ℓ∈N0 , {g ℓ } ℓ∈N0 , and P 2p+2 , p ∈ N 0 are still defined by (2.4)-(2.6) and (2.13), respectively. The time-dependent Toda hierarchy is then obtained by imposing the Lax commutator equations
In addition one computes
Varying p ∈ N 0 , the collection of evolution equations
then defines the time-dependent Toda hierarchy. Explicitly,
represent the first few equations of the time-dependent Toda hierarchy. The system of equations, Tl 0 (a, b) = 0, is of course the Toda system. The corresponding homogeneous Toda equations obtained by taking all summation constants equal to zero, c ℓ = 0, ℓ = 1, . . . , p, are then denoted by
Restricting the Lax relation (2.26) to the kernel ker(L − z) one finds that
.
Hence one obtains
33)
Further manipulations then yield, 
(2.37)
Green's functions and high-energy expansions
In the following it will be necessary to associate certain operators to the difference expression L in (2.2). Throughout this section we assume that a, b satisfy Hypothesis 2.1.
We start with the Jacobi operator H defined on ℓ 2 (Z) by
In addition, we introduce the half-line Dirichlet operators 
Proof. We denote by W (T ) the numerical range of a bounded linear operator T ∈ B(H) in the complex, separable Hilbert space H,
It is well-known that W (T ) is convex and that its closure contains the spectrum of T ,
]). Elementary arguments then prove
and hence (3.4).
Since H is a bounded second-order difference operator in ℓ 2 (Z) with
the resolvent (H −zI) −1 , z ∈ C\spec(H), of H is thus a Carleman integral operator (cf., e.g., [36, Sect. 6.2] ; the corresponding measures involved are of course discrete measures). In particular, introducing 12) and using the Jacobi equation Lψ ± (z) = zψ(z) to uniquely extend ψ ± (z, n) to all n ∈ [0, ∓∞) ∩ Z (this is possible since by Hypothesis 2.1, a(n) = 0 for all n ∈ Z), one obtains,
(3.13) We note that the Weyl-Titchmarsh-type solutions ψ ± (z, · ) are unique up to normalization. Moreover, by the second inclusion in (3.4),
since ψ ± (z, n 0 ) = 0 for some n 0 ∈ Z yields an eigenvalue of
The Green's function G(z, · , · ) of H, that is, the integral kernel of the resolvent (H − zI) −1 (with respect to discrete measures), is then given by
where W (f, g)(n) denotes the Wronskian
, that is, the integral kernels of the resolvents (H − zI) −1 (again with respect to discrete measures), are then given by
where 19) satisfying the initial conditions
Next, assuming that ψ satisfies (3.19) , the function φ = φ(z, n), introduced by
satisfies the Riccati-type equation 23) and using the Green's function representations (3.17), (3.18), one computes
We provide the following description of the asymptotic behavior of φ ± as z → ∞.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose a, b satisfy Hypothesis 2.1. Then φ ± has the following convergent expansion with respect to 1/z around 1/z = 0,
where
Proof. Since H D ±,n±1 are bounded operators, (3.24) and (3.25) prove the existence of an analytic expansion of φ ± (z) with respect to 1/z around 1/z = 0 for |z| sufficiently large. Moreover, (3.24) and (3.25) yield the leading asymptotic behavior,
Thus, by making the ansatz (3.26) for φ ± and inserting it into (3.22) one finds (3.27) and (3.28) .
For the record we note the following explicit expressions,
Later on we will also need the convergent expansion of ln(φ + ) with respect to 1/z for 1/|z| suficiently small and hence we note that
The first few explicitly read
Similarly, one finds for 1/|z| sufficiently small,
Equations (3.33) and (3.36) may be written as
The next result shows thatf j and ±jρ ±,j are equal up to terms that are total differences, that is, are of the form (S + − I)d ±,j for some sequence d ±,j . The exact form of d ±,j will not be needed later. 
for some polynomials d ±,j , j ∈ N, in a and b and certain shifts thereof.
Proof. To shorten the notation we introduce the abbreviations
Thus,
To increase readability we suppress the display of variables in the subsequent computations. First, one observes that
and thus,
Next we study the first term on the right-hand side of (3.44), namely,
We claim that
To this end we first take the logarithmic derivative of (3.42), that is, of agg
Combining (3.44), (3.45), and (3.46) one finds
Considering the first term on the right-hand side of (3.49) and subtracting g then yields
The latter follows from the definition (3.40) of g and h (cf. (3.15)) and from Lψ − = zψ − . By purely algebraic manipulations one obtains that
Summarizing the computations thus far, one finds
for some function Φ = Φ(z, n). Using
for 1/|z| sufficiently small (see, e.g., [22, Appendix C]) and (3.32), one concludes
for some sequences {d +,j (n)} n∈Z , j ∈ N 0 . Noting that
one finds the analogous result regarding ρ −,j and d −,j , j ∈ N.
Remark 3.4. Closely related to (3.53) is the identity For later use we add the notion of degree of the quantities introduced. 
Local conservation laws
Throughout this section (and with the only major exception of Theorem 4.4) we make the following assumption:
To simplify notations we denote the bounded difference operator defined on ℓ 2 (Z), generated by the finite difference expression P 2p+2 in (2.13), by the same symbol P 2p+2 . We start with the following existence result. 
2)
and ψ ± simultaneously satisfy the following two equations
3)
Moreover, the Wronskian
Proof. Applying (H(t) − zI) −1 to δ 0 (cf. (3.10) and (3.11)) yields the existence of Weyl-Titchmarsh-type solutions Ψ ± of Lψ = zψ satisfying (4.2). Next, using the Lax commutator equation (2.26) one computes
and hence
(4.9) Introducing Ψ ± = c ± ψ ± , and choosing c ± such that c ±,tp = C ± c ± , one obtains
(4.10)
Since ψ ± ∈ ℓ 2 ([n 0 , ±∞) ∩ Z), n 0 ∈ Z, and a, b satisfy Hypothesis 4.1, (2.24) shows that
(Incidentally, this argument yields of course (4.5).) Moreover, since ψ ± (z, n,
. This proves (4.4). Since ψ ± (z, · ) satisfy Lψ(z, · ) = zψ(z, · ), the Wronskian (4.6) is n-independent. To show also its t p -independence, a computation reveals
using (3.16), (4.5), and (2.35).
For the remainder of this section, ψ ± will always refer to the Weyl-Titchmarsh solutions introduced in Theorem 4.2.
The next result recalls the existence of a propagator W p associated with P 2p+2 . such that for fixed t 0 ∈ R, f 0 ∈ ℓ 2 (Z),
Theorem 4.3. Assume Hypothesis 4.1 and suppose a, b satisfy
Moreover, H(t) is similar to H(s) for all (s, t) ∈ R 2 ,
This extends to appropriate functions of H(t) and so, in particular, to its resolvent
, and hence also yields
Proof. (4.13)-(4.17) are standard results which follow, for instance, from Theorem X.69 of [28] (under even weaker hypotheses on a, b). In particular, the propagator W p admits the norm convergent Dyson series
Fixing s ∈ R and introducing the operator-valued function
one computes
22) using the Lax commutator equation (2.26). Thus, K is independent of t ∈ R and K(s) = H(s) then proves (4.18). In the special case where H(t), t ∈ R, is self-adjoint, the operator P 2p+2 (t) is skew-adjoint, P 2p+2 (t) * = −P 2p+2 (t), t ∈ R, and hence W p (s, t) is unitary for all (s, t) ∈ R 2 . Next we briefly recall the Toda initial value problem in a setting convenient for our purpose. 26) and then demands (ii) In the special case where H(t), t ∈ R, is self-adjoint, one obtains 
Z). Then the pth Toda lattice initial value problem
where 32) and φ ±,j , j ∈ N, are given by (3.27) and (3.28) , and ρ ±,j , j ∈ N, are given by (3.33) and (3.36).
Proof. Using (4.5) and (3.21) one computes
Utilizing the expansion (3.26) of φ + as z → ∞ one finds
On the other hand, using (3.21) and the expansions (3.26) and (3.32), one concludes
Combining these equations one infers
and hence (4.31), (4.32) in the case of ρ +,j . Here we used the first of the equations in Tl p (a, b) = 0 as well as the fact that the left-hand side of (4.36) contains no positive powers of z. Similarly, one can start with φ − and finds
and hence (4.31), (4.32) in the case of ρ −,j .
Remark 4.7. We emphasize that the sequence (4.39) yields no new conservation laws, and so the latter is equivalent to that in (4.36).
The first local conservation law, (4.30), is of course nothing but the first equation in
The first few local conservation laws explicitly read as follows:
in particular, j = 1 :
(ii) p = 1:
in particular,
Using Lemma 3.3, one observes that one can replace ρ ±,j in (4.31) byf j by suitably adjusting the right-hand side. An obvious consequence of the local conservation laws is that, assuming sufficient decay of the sequences a 2 − 1 4 and b, one obtains
1 Using the second equation in Tlp(a, b) = 0 one infers that 2a 2 p ℓ=0f ℓ φ +,p+1−ℓ = −ĝ p+1 up to a constant, that is, an element in the kernel of S + − I. Using the notion of a degree (cf. Remark 3.5), one concludes that the constant equals zero.
Hamiltonian formalism, variational derivatives
We start this section by a short review of variational derivatives for discrete systems. Consider the functional
for some κ ∈ N and k ∈ N 0 , where F : Z × C 2rκ → C is C 1 with respect to the 2rκ complex-valued entries and where
For brevity we write
and it is assumed that {F (n, u)} n∈Z ∈ ℓ 1 (Z). For any v ∈ ℓ 1 (Z) κ one computes for the differential dF
Because of the result (5.4), we thus introduce the gradient and the variational derivative of F by
assuming (5.5).
To establish the connection with the Toda hierarchy we make the following assumption for the remainder of this section.
We introduce the difference expressions
as operators on ℓ 1 (Z) 2 and ℓ 1 (Z), respectively, one concludes that
Next, let F be a functional of the type
The gradient ∇F and symplectic gradient ∇ s F of F are then defined by
respectively. In addition, we introduce the bilinear form
One then concludes that 16) where · , · ℓ 2 (Z) 2 denotes the "real" inner product in ℓ 2 (Z) 2 , that is,
In addition, one obtains
Given two functionals F 1 , F 2 we define their Poisson bracket by
One then verifies that both the Jacobi identity 20) as well as the Leibniz rule 
Proof. With our assumptions on (a, b) we only know thatf ℓ ∈ ℓ ∞ (Z). We start by deriving (5.27) . To that end we introduce the functional 28) where χ N is the characteristic function of the set [−N, N ] ∩ Z. Then one finds
On the other hand, recalling that ( · , · ) ℓ 2 (Z) denotes the usual scalar product in Next we turn to the proof of (5.26). To this end one first observes that, as before,
Furthermore, one computes
For the remainder of this section we now introduce the following assumption.
Hypothesis 5.3. In addition to Hypothesis 2.1 suppose that
We fix ℓ ∈ N and want to show that a suitably renormalized functional F ℓ is well-defined. We define it by subtracting the limit of eachf ℓ (n) as n → ∞. Eacĥ f ℓ is a polynomial in a, b and certain shifts thereof. Terms with a and shifts enter homogeneously and only in even powers. Assume thatf ℓ (n) → λ ℓ as |n| → ∞. For ℓ odd, we know that λ ℓ = 0 because each each term contains at least one b or certain shifts thereof. Then {f ℓ (n) − λ ℓ } n∈Z ∈ ℓ 1 (Z). We can see this as follows. Eachf ℓ is a finite sum of terms containing a and b with shifts. Terms with b are already summable. Only terms exclusively with a have a nonzero limit and hence are nonsummable. Their general form will be α 1 (n) · · · α k (n) with α j (n) = (a (mj ) (n)) 2pj →λ j as |n| → ∞, where (m j ) denotes the shifts. Then
Thus we see that 35) and hence
is well-defined. In the following it is convenient to introduce the abbreviation N −1 = N∪{−1, 0}. 
Then,
Moreover, the homogeneous pth Toda equations then take on the form
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 5.2 and (2.29).
Remark 5.5. In (5.41) we also introduced the trivial linear flow Tl −1 given by
Next, we consider the general case, where
and
one then obtains 
that is, I p and I r are in involution for all p, r ∈ N −1 .
Proof. By Remark 4.5 (i), there exists T 0 > 0 such that the initial value problem There is also a second Hamiltonian structure for the Toda hierarchy. Rewriting the linear recursion (2.4)-(2.6) in the form
one finds Following Johnson and Moser [24] in the context of one-dimensional almost periodic Schrödinger operators and Carmona and Kotani [6] in the corresponding discrete case (see also the treatment in Carmona and Lacroix [7, Sects. VII.1, VII.2]), we now very briefly sketch an extension of the Hamiltonian formalism to the case of almost periodic coefficients a and b.
To set the stage, if c denotes an almost periodic sequence on Z, we recall that its ergodic mean c is given by Next, assuming in addition that 1/a ∈ ℓ ∞ (N) and that 1/a stays finite for t varying in some open time interval I ⊆ R, we now introduce the fundamental function w by w(z) = φ + (z, · ) (6.8)
for |z| sufficiently large. Since w ′ (z) = − g(z, · ) , z ∈ C \ spec(H), (6.9) w in (6.8) extends analytically to z ∈ C \ spec(H). We note that w is the appropriate discrete analog of the function m + (z) = −1/G(z, · , · ) introduced by Johnson and Moser [24] − 2G(z, n, n + 1), z ∈ C \ spec(H), n ∈ Z, (6.11) δw(z) δb (n) = −g(z, n), z ∈ C \ spec(H), n ∈ Z. the Toda equations again take on the form
Finally, one can show that w(z 1 ) and w(z 2 ) are in involution for arbitrary z 1 , z 2 ∈ C \ spec(H), and hence obtains {w(z 1 ), w(z 2 )} = 0, z 1 , z 2 ∈ C \ spec(H), (6.15) {w(z), I p } = 0, {I p , I r } = 0, z ∈ C \ spec(H), p, r ∈ N −1 . (6.16) Naturally, these considerations apply to the special periodic case in which c for a periodic sequence c on Z is to be interpreted as the periodic mean value.
